Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) can be used to identify peptides present in a biological sample containing unknown proteins. De novo peptide sequencing aims to determine the amino acid sequence of a portion of a peptide directly from MS/MS spectral data. Unlike spectral cross-correlation methods of peptide sequencing, the de novo approach does not require a complete database of all possible proteins that may be present in the sample. In this work, a de novo peptide sequencing algorithm (denovoGPU) was implemented using general-purpose computing techniques on a graphics processing unit (GPGPU), in order to reduce the runtime of the algorithm sufficiently to complete in real-time during MS/MS data collection. This is a step towards enabling true information-driven MS/MS, where incremental data analysis is used to guide data collection. Given data from an MS/MS spectrum, the algorithm filters the data, generates and scores candidate "sequence tags" (or short amino acid sequences), and ultimately outputs a ranked list of sequence tags. The denovoGPU algorithm was tested on over 380 experimentally obtained MS/MS spectra, whose peptide sequences were validated using the Mascot search engine for mass spectrometry data. The performance of the algorithm was compared to an existing de novo peptide sequencing algorithm (PepNovo) in terms of runtime and sequence tag accuracy. Constraints of the denovoGPU algorithm due to limited GPU memory were identified. By adjusting various parameters of the denovoGPU algorithm, the runtime was reduced to below one second, which is an essential requirement for real-time information-driven MS/MS.
Introduction
Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) can be used to identify peptides present in a biological sample containing unknown proteins. Prior to analyzing a protein using MS/MS, the protein is often cleaved enzymatically into peptides, where each peptide is composed of a chain of amino acids. Each of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids has unique properties, such as mass.
Two principle approaches for computationally determining the sequence of a peptide using MS/MS spectral data are: (i) computing the spectral cross-correlation between observed spectra and theoretical spectra of known peptides; and (ii) direct determination of the protein sequence from the spectral data (the de novo approach) [1] . Unlike spectral cross-correlation methods, the de novo approach does not require a complete database of all possible proteins that may be present in a biological sample. Since it is often impossible to determine the complete peptide sequence from imperfect spectral data, a hybrid approach is often used, where de novo sequencing determines a "sequence tag" (or a relatively short sub-string of a peptide sequence), which is then used to search a database of known peptides [2] .
Each cycle of a typical MS experiment includes a survey scan followed by a small number of MS/MS scans. The survey scan identifies the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios of the peptides in the instrument. In each MS/MS scan, one of these peptides is isolated and fragmented by the instrument, and the masses of the fragments are determined.
Peptide fragmentation often occurs at the peptide bond between two amino acids, resulting in two fragments: b-ions and y-ions (when the charge remains on the N-or C-terminus of the fragmentation point, respectively). Other ion types are possible if the peptide fragments at a position other than the peptide bond.
Due to the nature of the peptide fragmentation process, the resulting MS/MS spectrum contains a series of peaks, often representing a series of fragments differing in length by a single amino acid. Ideally, the mass difference between a pair of such peaks would equal the mass of a single amino acid. This observation is straightforward when the fragments are of the same ion type; however, an MS/MS spectrum may contain fragments of multiple ion types, and the ion types of individual peaks are not known a priori. Computational analysis of MS/ MS spectra may be further complicated by the presence of noise artifacts, as the sample preparation process and instrument may introduce small amounts of low-mass, nonpeptide molecules into the biological sample.
Sequencing methods
A number of groups have worked towards achieving realtime information-driven MS/MS (id-MS/MS), where incremental analysis and hypothesis generation occurs simultaneously with data collection [3, 4] . For example, one framework for directed data acquisition and real-time peptide database searching has been described [4] for particular types of instruments. An essential requirement for real-time id-MS/MS is a runtime of less than one second for the entire computational protein identification pipeline. The acceleration of spectral data processing and searching through the use of general-purpose computing techniques on a graphics processing unit (GPGPU) can help achieve such runtime requirements. In one study [5] , the authors described the acceleration of an existing MS/MS spectral library searching algorithm using GPGPU. The scoring module of an MS/MS database search algorithm has also been accelerated using GPGPU [6] . A real-time peptide search engine has been used to batch-process multiple MS/MS spectra [7] , but the reported runtime does not reflect the realistic operation of a real-time system in which a single MS/MS spectrum is processed at a time. As an alternative to using GPGPU, acceleration of spectral data computations can also be facilitated through the use of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), as demonstrated by the accelerated processing of raw spectral data for peptide mass fingerprinting [8] .
Systems based on de novo sequencing techniques can leverage recent advances in rapid exact peptide sequence search algorithms developed by our group [9] . Existing de novo peptide sequencing algorithms [1, 2] generally were not designed for real-time id-MS/MS. In this work, a de novo peptide sequencing algorithm (denovoGPU) was implemented using GPGPU in order to reduce the runtime of the algorithm to meet the strict runtime requirements for id-MS/MS.
Materials and methods

Definition of an interpretation
Depending on the instrument being used, particular ion types are expected to be present in the spectral data. In this work, each peak in an MS/MS spectrum is assumed to arise from a b-ion, a y-ion, or noise (where "noise" can correspond to a fragment that is neither a b-or y-ion, to contamination of a b-or y-ion, or to actual measurement noise). Since the actual ion type of each peak cannot be known, an "interpretation" represents an ordered set of possible ion type assignments for the peaks in an MS/MS spectrum. Given a list containing L peaks, there are (3 L ) possible interpretations, with a sequence tag of length ranging from 0 to (L-1). An interpretation with T non-noise (i.e., b-ion or y-ion) peaks will lead to a sequence tag of length (T-1).
Interpretation bit vector
An interpretation containing L peaks can be compactly represented by an interpretation bit vector containing (2*L) bits, where each peak type is represented by two bits: 00 indicates noise; 10 indicates b-ion; 11 indicates y-ion. For example, for an interpretation with L = 8 and T = 5, one possible interpretation bit vector would be 1100101000111000 (binary) = 0xCA38 (hex), indicating that the 1st and 6th peaks are interpreted as y-ions, the 2nd, 5th, and 8th peaks are interpreted as noise, and the 3rd, 4th, and 7th peaks are interpreted as b-ions.
Reduction in number of interpretations
The number of interpretations was reduced by examining only those values of T (5 to 10) that may result in sequence tags with an appropriate length (4 to 9 amino acids) for subsequent searching against a peptide sequence database. The number of interpretations was further reduced by realizing that each interpretation has a complementary interpretation (arising from the dual relationship between b-ions and y-ions), which would simply result in the same sequence tag with a reversed order of amino acids. The number of interpretations N(L,T) for a particular {L,T} combination can be computed using Eq. (1).
( 1 )
For each {L,T} combination of interest, interpretation bit vectors were pre-computed and stored as hex values in a text file, along with the total number of interpretations per {L,T} combination of interest.
De novo peptide sequencing algorithm (denovoGPU)
Given an MS/MS spectrum, the proposed de novo peptide sequencing algorithm (denovoGPU) considers every possible interpretation, scores each interpretation based on the degree of agreement between inter-peak mass differences and known amino acid masses, and ranks interpretations based on normalized scores. Ideally, a predicted sequence tag which correctly matches a portion of the actual peptide sequence will be ranked highly. In order to be effective for further peptide database searching, at least one predicted sequence tag which correctly matches a portion of the actual peptide sequence should be ranked highly.
The components of denovoGPU which would operate in a real-time id-MS/MS system are shown in Fig. 1 . Three input parameters are required: the name of an MGF (Mascot generic data format) file containing the de-isotoped and centroided peaks of the MS/MS spectrum; the number of peaks to include   ( 1) ,
in the interpretation (L); a range of values for the number of non-noise peaks (T). When an interpretation is applied to a given MS/MS spectrum, peaks are adjusted depending on peak type: noise peaks are removed, b-ion peaks are unchanged, and y-ion peaks are replaced with their b-ion counterparts (i.e., the mass of the complete peptide minus the observed y-ion mass). Using these adjusted masses, the mass differences between pairs of adjacent non-noise peaks are compared with known monoisotopic amino acid masses. The interpretation is scored based on the relative agreement of these comparisons.
In this work, denovoGPU makes use of the GPU's multiple-core SIMT (single-instruction, multiple-thread) parallel processing architecture, which allows the score computation to be applied to multiple interpretations in parallel, as described in Section 2.2.4. A lookup table (LT) and a lowertriangular matrix (LTM) are generated, as described in Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3, respectively, and both are used in the computation of all interpretation scores. Finally, a ranked list of top-scoring interpretations and corresponding sequence tags are output in a text file, as described in Section 2.2.5.
Spectrum filtration
When there are more than L peaks in the input MS/MS spectrum, a subset of L peaks is selected, with the dual aims of biasing selection towards peaks with relatively high intensity and with mass-to-charge ratio above that of the complete (parent) peptide, since such peaks are less likely to arise from noise. These aims are achieved by doubling the intensity of peaks above the mass-to-charge ratio of the peptide, then selecting the L highest-intensity peaks. The masses of the selected peaks are retained (assuming a charge of 1); however, intensity data are not used any further. The unselected peaks are discarded.
Lookup table
The LT contains (2*L) elements, which relate the order of peaks when sorted by original mass and when sorted by adjusted mass (i.e., after application of the interpretation bit vector). The structure of the LT can be represented as in the last row in Fig. 2 (where the first two rows indicate the static order of the original peaks). The values of the elements in the LT range from 0 to (2*L)-1, indicating the smallest to largest adjusted masses. The LT is generated on the CPU, and transferred to the GPU's device memory. It is used to obtain indices of elements in the LTM. 
Lower-triangular matrix
The LTM contains mass difference values between all possible pairs of peaks, including both b-ion and y-ion assignments of each peak. Each element in the LTM represents the difference between the adjusted masses of a pair of peaks, where one peak is referred to as the source peak and the other peak as the destination peak. The structure of the LTM can be represented as shown in Fig. 3 , where the indices of the source peaks and destination peaks correspond to the adjusted peak order from the LT. The elements in the upper-triangular matrix are effectively redundant and excluded from the LTM, thereby enforcing the condition that the adjusted mass of the source peak is less than that of the destination peak. Each element in the LTM is then associated with the amino acid whose mass is closest to the element's difference value. An edge weight is calculated for each element using Eq.
(2), which was adapted from the Vonode de novo algorithm [10] , with constant values P = 0.3275911, A 1 = 0.254829592, A 2 = -0.28496736, A 3 = 1.421413741, A 4 = -1.453152027, and A 5 = 1.061405429. The value of an edge weight (represented by w ij , where subscripts i and j correspond to the indices of the source peak and destination peak, respectively) indicates the agreement between the element's difference value (represented by d ij ) and the mass of the associated amino acid (represented by a). Possible edge weight values range from 0.0 to 1.0, indicating no agreement to exact agreement. The difference values in the LTM are replaced by the edge weight values.
The LTM is stored as a flattened array. Hence, the edge weight value between the i th source peak and the j th destination peak in the LTM can be accessed in the flattened array using a modified triangular number, as shown in Eq. (3). The flattened LTM is generated on the CPU, and transferred to the GPU's device memory.
Scoring interpretations
For a particular {L,T} combination, a single kernel function call is executed, with kernel execution parameters specified to attempt to maximize the parallel processing capacity of the GPU. The total number of GPU threads to be executed corresponds to the total number of interpretations, such that each thread scores a single distinct interpretation. The block size was maximized to 512 threads. The total number of blocks was calculated as the total number of threads divided by the block size. The grid dimensions were specified with identical values (i.e., the square root of the total number of blocks, rounded up to the nearest whole value) in the x and y dimensions. Prior to the kernel function call, the total number of interpretations and the interpretation bit vectors are loaded into GPU memory.
For a given interpretation, the unique thread ID is used to retrieve the corresponding interpretation bit vector. The interpretation bit vector determines which peaks are included as which ion types in the interpretation (as previously described in Section 2.1.1). The elements in the LT corresponding to the non-noise peaks and applied ion types are accessed to obtain the appropriate indices into the flattened LTM. The interpretation score is calculated as the sum of the edge weight values (from the LTM) for each adjacent pair of non-noise peaks. The interpretation score is further scaled by the minimum edge weight which contributed to the summation, to further penalize interpretations where an inter-peak mass difference does not correspond to any known amino acid mass. Each interpretation's ID and score are stored to the GPU's device memory.
Normalization and final ranking of interpretation scores
After all interpretations for a particular value of T have been scored, they are ranked based on score (using a parallel version of a sorting algorithm from the CUDA Data Parallel Primitives Library), and the 512 top-ranked interpretations are retained. Each interpretation score is divided by the sequence tag length (T-1), resulting in a normalized interpretation score between 0.0 and 1.0. Using the amino acids associated with each element in the LTM, the sequence tag for each interpretation is constructed (using a custom kernel to construct all sequence tags in parallel).
After all possible T for the given L have been processed, all retained interpretations (i.e., 512 top-ranked per T) are ranked based on normalized interpretation score (using a parallel version of a sorting algorithm from the CUDA Data Parallel Primitives Library), and output with corresponding sequence tags in a text file.
Evaluation dataset
The algorithm was tested on a dataset of 396 de-isotoped and centroided MS/MS spectra, each containing at least 17 peaks (Jinal Patel and Jeffrey C. Smith, unpublished data). The spectra were acquired using reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a Dionex UltiMate 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) coupled to an electrospray ionization quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (QSTAR XL, AB Sciex, Concord, ON) operating in information dependent acquisition mode. Three different peptide samples were analyzed to create the dataset: (1) tryptically digested rat pheochromocytoma cells, (2) tryptically digested human neuroblastoma cells (SH-SY5Y) where the peptides were first separated using strong cation exchange chromatography (SCX), or (3) using strong anion exchange chromatography (SAX). The actual peptide sequence corresponding to each spectrum was validated using high-confidence peptide sequence assignments from the Mascot MS/MS Ions search engine, with the parameters listed in Table 1 . 
Hardware setup
The denovoGPU algorithm described in this work was implemented using NVIDIA Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) 3.2 in 64-bit Windows 7 Professional SP1 running on a personal computer with a 2.67-GHz Intel Core i7 920 CPU and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 graphics card (192 cores, split evenly among 24 multiprocessors) with a compute capability of 1.3.
Parameter limitations
Interpretation bit vectors of a single {L,T} combination are stored in the GPU's device memory at a time. As the values of L and T increase, the number of interpretations increases, requiring more device memory to store interpretation bit vectors. Limited {L,T} combinations were thus possible due to limited device memory. Possible {L,T} combinations included: {17-19, 5-10}, {20, 5-9}, {21-22, 5-8}, {23-26, 5-7}, {27-32, 5-6}. The number of interpretations N(L,T) for each possible {L,T} combination, as calculated using Eq. (1), ranges from as few as 99008 for {17,5} up to 47297536 for {19,10}. For a particular {L,T} combination, each input MS/MS spectrum must contain at least L peaks. When there are fewer than L peaks in a spectrum, the spectrum is excluded from analysis.
Results
The performance of the denovoGPU algorithm was assessed in terms of sequence tag accuracy and runtime. For a spectrum, a sequence tag is considered an exact match if the entire sequence tag exactly matches a subsequence of the actual peptide. To be effective for further peptide database searching, at least one exact-match sequence tag should be ranked highly for each spectrum.
For a spectrum, at a given L, the runtime includes the realtime processing of all {L,T} combinations which do not exceed GPU memory. As observed in a previous study [11] , at a given L, the performance assessment of the denovoGPU algorithm can be limited to {L,T} combinations which achieved a cumulative runtime of below one second. For this work, the following {L,T} combinations were considered: {24, 5-7} and {32, 5-6}. There were 387 and 394 spectra in the dataset which contained at least L = 24 and L = 32 peaks, respectively.
Performance assessment of denovoGPU
For each L, the percentage of spectra in the dataset with at least one exact-match sequence tag in the top 1, 50, 100, 200, and 500 ranked sequence tags are shown in Fig. 4 . The sequence tag accuracy of each individual {L,T} combination is shown in Fig. 5 for L = 32. A similar trend was observed for individual {L,T} combinations for L = 24. Spectra which had fewer than L peaks were excluded from analysis. For each L, the average runtime per spectrum in the dataset is shown in Fig. 6 (where the time required for setup is imperceptible on both plots). As can be seen, the average runtime per spectrum is below the strict 1 second maximum. 
Performance assessment of PepNovo
The performance of the denovoGPU algorithm was compared to an existing de novo peptide sequencing algorithm, PepNovo [12, 13] , which is freely available. PepNovo was chosen for comparison with denovoGPU since it has previously achieved higher accuracy than other existing, freely available algorithms [14] . All 396 spectra in the dataset were analysed by the PepNovo algorithm. The percentage of spectra in the dataset with at least one exact-match sequence tag in the top 1, 50, 100, 200, and 500 ranked sequence tags are shown in Fig. 7 . The average runtime per spectrum in the dataset is shown in Fig. 8 . 
Discussion
For the denovoGPU algorithm, higher L values (i.e., where more peaks from the original MS/MS spectrum are retained) generally resulted in greater sequence tag accuracy across the dataset, as previously observed [11] . For L = 32, over 85% of the spectra in the dataset contained an exact-match sequence tag in the top 50 ranked sequence tags, whereas the percentage was slightly lower for L = 24, as shown in Fig. 4 .
For individual {L,T} combinations in denovoGPU, higher T values (i.e., longer sequence tag lengths) generally resulted in decreased sequence tag accuracy. A decrease of approximately 15% occurred for the top 50 ranked sequence tags when the sequence tag length was increased from 4 to 5, as shown in Fig. 5 . However, longer sequence tags are desirable since they are able to identify peptides with greater certainty during the peptide sequence database search.
Reporting a greater number of top-ranked sequence tags (i.e., examining the top-ranked 500 instead of 50 tags) improved the sequence tag accuracy of denovoGPU by approximately 5% only, as seen in Figs. 4 and 5. A threshold of only the top 50 sequence tags may thus achieve a sequence tag accuracy comparable to that of a less strict threshold, while significantly reducing peptide sequence database search runtime.
It was not possible to compare the performance of denovoGPU to the Vonode algorithm [10] from which the edge weight calculation was adapted. Vonode requires additional fragment information (acquired from a different type of instrument) that is not available in the evaluation dataset. The instrument used to acquire the evaluation dataset typically does not directly collect the additional fragment information required by Vonode. Extracting the additional fragment information from raw files is a non-trivial task which could be explored in future work.
For the PepNovo algorithm, nearly perfect sequence tag accuracy was achieved for a sequence tag length of 3. However, these short sequence tags are unlikely to uniquely identify peptides during the peptide sequence database search. To fairly assess the relative performance of denovoGPU and PepNovo, the sequence tag accuracy for sequence tag lengths of 4 and 5 should be compared. PepNovo achieved sequence tag accuracies of approximately 92% and 87% for sequence tag lengths of 4 and 5, respectively, for the top 50 ranked sequence tags, as shown in Fig. 7 . denovoGPU achieved sequence tag accuracies of approximately 88% and 72% for sequence tag lengths of 4 and 5, respectively, for the top 50 ranked sequence tags, as shown in Fig. 5 for L = 32. Although PepNovo has greater sequence tag accuracies than those of denovoGPU, the runtime of PepNovo is excessive for real-time id-MS/MS. For PepNovo, the average runtime per spectrum is consistently approximately 4 seconds per T (as shown in Fig. 8) ; in other words, there is no reduction in runtime when considering only shorter sequence tag lengths. For denovoGPU, the average runtime per spectrum is below one second (as shown in Fig. 6 ), which is consistent with runtime performance previously achieved by denovoGPU on a different dataset [11] . Therefore, the runtime of denovoGPU is suitable for real-time id-MS/MS. Considering that PepNovo is an open source project, it may be possible to port the PepNovo algorithm to GPGPU to improve its runtime.
The PepNovo algorithm can attempt to predict both fixed and variable modifications on amino acids, although the runtime performance of PepNovo will degrade as additional modifications are considered. Although the denovoGPU algorithm described in this work can attempt to predict fixed modifications only, an iterative version of denovoGPU will attempt to localize variable modifications with a runtime of below two seconds.
Some optimization of denovoGPU's memory usage has been implemented in this work. Since the LT and LTM are commonly used by all kernel function calls for scoring interpretations, they are transferred from host memory to the GPU's device memory only once. In the kernel function for scoring interpretations, shared memory is used to store copies of the LT for intermediate calculations per thread in an active block. Data transfers between host memory and device memory are also avoided when computational results stored in device memory are subsequently involved in further computations on the GPU.
The denovoGPU algorithm was profiled using NVIDIA Compute Visual Profiler. The execution of denovoGPU on the MS/MS spectrum with the highest number of original peaks (i.e., largest MGF file) in the dataset was repeated 7 times for each of L = 24 and L = 32. The following resource utilization and occupancy metrics were reported for each kernel function call for scoring interpretations, regardless of L. The register ratio was 1, i.e., the maximum number of registers (16) per thread were active. The percentage of shared memory used (out of 16 kB available) per multiprocessor depended on T: 37.5% for T = 5, 43.75% for T = 6, and 50% for T = 7. The ratio of active blocks per multiprocessor was 0.25, i.e., only 2 out of the maximum blocks (8) per multiprocessor were active. The ratio of active threads per multiprocessor was 1, i.e., the maximum number of threads (1024) per multiprocessor were active. Finally, the occupancy was 100%, i.e., the maximum number of warps (32) per multiprocessor were active.
For both L = 24 and L = 32, the kernel function calls for scoring interpretations had the highest percentage of overall runtime (66.41% and 63.28%, respectively), whereas data transfers from host memory to device memory had the second highest percentage of overall runtime (7.97% and 9.08%, respectively). This suggests further optimization of the kernel function for scoring interpretations and memory transfers would be most useful to improve the runtime of denovoGPU. Instead of data transfers between host memory and device memory, the use of pinned (or mapped page-locked) memory is preferred for storing input and output parameters of the kernel function call which are read or written only once. Specifically, the use of pinned memory would be well-suited for storing interpretation bit vectors and interpretation scores. In the kernel function, fast math library instructions can be used when highprecision computational results are not essential. Furthermore, the compiler can be configured to optimize code automatically. Future work on denovoGPU includes upgrading to a newer GPU with more compute cores, multiprocessors, and device memory. More cores and multiprocessors will allow more interpretations to be processed in parallel, and potentially reduce runtime. More device memory will accommodate interpretation bit vectors of greater length (i.e., a greater number of unfiltered peaks per interpretation), in order to retain as much of the original spectral data as possible and potentially improve sequence tag accuracy. A greater number of unfiltered peaks per interpretation could also be achieved by replacing interpretation bit vectors with a sparse vector representation. Sequence tag accuracy could also be improved by modifying the interpretation score computation to ensure that exact-match sequence tags are ranked highly.
For each kernel function call for scoring interpretations, the interpretation bit vectors required the largest proportion of the GPU's device memory. The availability of device memory would greatly improve if unique interpretation bit vectors were directly derivable from unique thread IDs during kernel function execution. The interpretation bit vectors would not need to be pre-computed, transferred from host memory, nor stored in device memory. With more device memory available for storing interpretation scores (instead of storing interpretation bit vectors), {L,T} combinations with a higher number of interpretations could be executed by a single kernel function call. This would enable interpretations to have greater length and hence retain more of the original spectral data, which would subsequently improve sequence tag accuracy.
Conclusion
In this work, an implementation of a de novo peptide sequencing algorithm (denovoGPU) using GPGPU was presented. Processing a single MS/MS spectrum at a time, denovoGPU can filter a list of peaks based on relative intensity, generate every possible sequence tag between 4 to 9 amino acids in length, and rank the sequence tags based on a normalized score. By limiting the length of sequence tags to be generated, denovoGPU can meet the real-time performance requirement of runtime below one second. The performance of denovoGPU was assessed using a dataset of more than 380 experimental MS/ MS spectra, and compared to the existing PepNovo algorithm.
The accuracy of denovoGPU was comparable to that of PepNovo, while operating in approximately 1/8 th of the runtime.
The denovoGPU algorithm could be extended to potentially enable prediction of post-translational modifications, with two different approaches. The first approach seeks to include post-translational modifications in the prediction of sequence tags. In the LTM (Section 2.2.3), instead of associating each element with the closest amino acid mass, each element would be associated with the closest combination of amino acid mass and post-translational modification mass. Hence, modified amino acids would be permissible in the predicted sequence tags.
The second approach seeks to exclude post-translational modifications in the prediction of sequence tags, and instead locate post-translational modifications in portions of the peptide sequence beyond a predicted sequence tag. Sequence tags predicted by denovoGPU can be used in conjunction with an exact-string matching algorithm [9] for peptide database searching. The offset between the experimental peptide mass and a database-reported peptide mass could potentially match the mass of a post-translational modification. Hence, it may be possible to detect post-translational modifications in a peptide sequence, and coarsely localize modifications in a portion of the sequence that is mutually exclusive of a predicted (unmodified) sequence tag.
